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Find ivory claw skyrim

Friday, December 16, 2011, 5:15 am I am looking for the Walls of the Word to finish my cries, and the last place that graybeards sent me was Folgunthur. The problem is that I completed that mission more than 20 levels ago and I must have sold the Ivory Claw without going beyond the final boss to find the Wall of Word.
I tried to go back, and was able to swirl across the attraction bridge, but the last doors beyond the final boss were also secured by the Ivory Claw. (I'm not going to recharge in that place and now) In any way I can get into that room, or get another claw, or get into the back door (lol) ... or [sip]... Don't I think there's a
console code available? The added problem with all this is that the Greybeards won't tell me where the next wall is without completing this! Laura Ellaby Post: 3355Joined: Dom Jul 02, 2006 9:59 am Friday, December 16, 2011 2:32 PM If your console game has no way to get him back I know. PC, you may be able to use
console commands. Adriana Lenzo Post: 3446Joined: Tuesday, April 3, 2007, 1:32 AM , Friday, December 16, 2011, 12:31 pm Bethesda is very eager to give you reasons to stop playing and start again or stop playing. Tanya Posts: 3358Joined: Friday, February 16, 2007, 6:01 am , Friday, December 16, 2011, 10:31
a.m. I'm still there. Anna Krzyzanowska Post: 3330Joined: Thu Ago 03, 2006 3:08 am » Friday, December 16, 2011 7:34 PM Buy it from the grumpy ones. (traders) Sweet Blighty Posts: 3423Joined: Wed Jun 21, 2006 06:39 » Friday, December 16, 2011 6:38 AM and still people want to be able to drop all butterfly
mission items Post: 3467Joined: Wed Ago 16, 2006 20:20 pm Friday, December 16, 2011 at 12:57 pm You should simply pick up all the claws you come across anyway. My imperial has his soltiude house that shows a diamond, an ebony, a coral and another claw that I forget as it is called. I still have ivory claw in my
inventory. I have to finish the mission so I can put it with the rest of them. Kortniie Dumont Post: 3428Joined: Wed Jan 10, 2007 19:50 Return to V - Skyrim in: Skyrim: Miscellaneous Items, Skyrim: Mission Items View Source Share Base Weight Value 0.5 Varies Miscellaneous Item For other uses, see Dragon Claws.
Dragon claws are special various items found in The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim that are mainly used to open ancient Nordic puzzle doors. Features Dragon Claw Door. Each claw is unique. Each is made of gems and/or precious materials and can be very valuable. Most dragon claws are found in ancient Northern dungeons
and will open a puzzle door in that prison. The combination of the puzzle door can be found on the underside of its corresponding claw. Enlarging the claw in the Miscellaneous category of the Items menu will make the solution easier to see. Story Room These are great open corridors with a puzzle door at the end. Le Le
of these corridors tell many stories, as the name suggests. One image appears to depict many Draugrs bowing to an almighty Dragon Priest. Puzzle Port Locations Nearest Location Name Relevant Mission Glyph Order Value ID Amethyst Claw, Right half-camouflage claw, Middle Vahlok DR Lost Legacy DR Hawk, Wolf,
Dragon 200 half claw xx01cac1xx01cac0 Coral Dragon Claw Winterhold or Yngol Barrow Ashore in a Sea of Ghosts Snake, Wolf, Moth 150 000B634C Diamond Dragon Claw Skuldafn The World-Eater's Eyrie Wolf , Moth , Dragon 1000 000AB375 Ebony Dragon Claw Korvanjund The Jagged Crown Fox, Moth, Dragon
800 0005AF48 Emerald Dragon Claw Reachwater Rock Forbidden Legend Bear, Whale, Snake 600 000ED417 Glass Dragon Claw Forelhost Dragon Siege on dragon cult fox, Owl, Snake 700 0007C260 Golden Claw Bleak Falls Barrow The Golden Claw Bear, Moth, Owl 100 00039647 (Quest Only)000999E7 Iron
Dragon Claw Valthume Evil in Waiting Dragon , Falcon, Wolf 75 0008CDFA Ivory Dragon Claw Folgunthur, Reachwater Rock Forbidden Legend Hawk, Hawk, Dragon 200 000AB7BB Ruby Dragon Claw Dead Men's Respite Tending the Flames Wolf, Hawk, Wolf 400 0004B56C Sapphire Dragon Claw Shroud Hearth
Barrow Lifting the Shroud Moth, Owl, Wolf 500 000663D7 Claws Coral Dragon Claw The Coral Dragon Claw. The claw of the coral dragon can be obtained in two ways: the first is from Birna, winterhold's shopkeeper. She claims to have bought it, as she was led to believe it would lead her to a great treasure, but she
never snored for her. He offers it for 50 in exchange for tell her if it ever works in the future. (However, if it is returned after being used, there is no option to tell it.) Along with the sale, it reveals a possible location: the Yngol Barrow, located northeast of Windhelm. Birna won't say where Yngol Barrow is. If not obtained
from Birna, the coral dragon claw can be found at Yngol Barrow, on a pedestal. Diamond Dragon Claw the claw of the diamond dragon. The Diamond Dragon Claw can be found during the World Eater's Eyrie mission on a Draugr leveled in Skuldafn. Since it is impossible to return to Skuldafn after completing the main
line of missions, the item will become redundant and should be sold per coin or stored as decoration. Ebony Dragon Claw The Claw of the Ebony Dragon. The Ebony Dragon Claw is located in Korvanjund during The Jagged Crown mission. Depending on the side of the war supported, it is located in the Hall of Stories
near the corpses of two imperial soldiers or two Stormcloaks. Note: Due to its jet-black coloring, it may be difficult to see at first glance. Emerald Dragon Claw the Emerald Dragon Claw. The Dragon Claw opens the first door puzzle in Reachwater Rock. It is located near the entrance, on a pedestal near the corpse of an
adventurer. It is used in combination with the Ivory Dragon Claw in the Forbidden Legend mission get the Gauldur amulet. Both can be intercepted, where even after completing the Gauldur mission they cannot be removed from inventory. It is also possible that claws disappear randomly if stored in a house. Glass dragon
Claw the glass dragon claw. The Glass Dragon Claw is located in Forelhost during the Dragon Worship Siege mission. It is located in the Refectory of Forelhost resting on a pedestal in the upper room that resembles a library directly before the spear gate. When taking the Glass Dragon Claw can cause the spear gate to
close, setting any other object on the pedestal can counteract the activation of this trap. Golden Claw The Claw of the Golden Dragon. The Golden Dragon Claw is usually the first claw to be encountered, as it is part of the side quest The Golden Claw, which is obtained at Riverwood by Valerio Lucano. If it was not
started by Valerio Lucano, it is started by entering Bleak Falls Barrow. The claw is obtained by Arvel the Swift during the Bleak Falls Barrow mission. A group of bandits led by a Dunmer named Arvel the Swift arrived at Bleak Falls Barrow with the stolen Golden Dragon Claw hoping to find treasures behind the nordic
puzzle door. The robbery went wrong, and Arvel was trapped in a frostbite web, leaving the rest of the group waiting at the dungeon entrance. Retrieve the Golden Dragon Claw, use it to reach the word wall, and then return it to Lucan completes the mission. Next, the Golden Claw is shown on the counter of the
Riverwood Trader, which, for those inclined, makes it easy to steal. Also, if Camilla Valerio is married to the individual who wants the claw, it can be taken, instead of being stolen. Alternatively, finishing the side search and giving Valerio Lucano back the claw allows you to kill him and the claw can then be stolen. Iron
Dragon Claw The Iron Dragon Claw. The Iron Dragon Claw is found and used during the Evil in Waiting mission inside an ancient Nordic tomb in Valthume. He's sitting atop a pedestal in the last room - Valthume Catacombs. Removing the claw activates a trap. Four statues around you will start breathing the fire for a few
seconds. Ivory Dragon Claw The Ivory Dragon Claw. The Ivory Dragon Claw is located in Folgunthur next to Daynas Valen along with his notes and a diary. It is used in Folgunthur and again in Reachwater Rock. Until the Forbidden Legend mission is completed, it is considered a mission item and cannot be discarded.
Note: This is the only claw used in more than one area. It is also the only claw that uses the hole of the not located on Door Puzzles. Ruby Dragon Claw the Ruby Dragon Claw. The Ruby Dragon Claw was found and used during the Cure the Flames mission within Dead Men's Breath. He's sitting on top of a pedestal in
the first room. Removing the claw awakens a small number of Draugrs. Ruby Dragon Claw will remain marked as mission mission item it cannot be removed from inventory until Viarmo receives King Olaf's Verse in the Fire Heal mission. Sapphire dragon claw The sapphire dragon claw. The sapphire dragon's claw is
obtained by Wilhelm, the custodian of the Vilemyr inn, in Ivarstead, as a reward for bringing him the Diary of Wyndelius, the diary of the man who was stalking the Shroud Hearth Barrow. The claw is used to open the Puzzle door inside the Mound to access a Word Wall. Amethyst Dragon Claw The Amethyst's Claw is
located in Vahlok's Tomb. The claw is divided in two, with the dungeon drawing suggesting that it was done in this way. The two halves of the claw are individually located, and each unlocks a single block by means of a claw that opens the path to the deepest areas of the dungeon. Curiosity If a claw is sold to a
merchant, it will remain in the store inventory indefinitely. Some of the claws are labeled as (Material) Dragon Claw, while others are simply called Claw (Material). It is unclear whether this is intentional. Note: For this article everyone is labeled (Material) Dragon Claw. The Golden Dragon Claw has two separate object
IDs. The first (000999E7) is the one recovered by Arvel, and the second (00039647) is whether the claw is stolen from the store again. Although there is a dragon claw for most materials in Skyrim, there is no silver dragon claw. Another door to the puzzle is in the Snow veil sanctuary, but the associated claw is never
mentioned: the door is unlocked by Mercer Frey with the Skeleton Key during the Speaking With Silence mission, and assumes that the associated claw was in Karliah's possession, or was disposed of by her in some way. This could be the missing Silver Dragon Claw. The Emerald Dragon Claw is noticeably smaller
than all other Dragon Claws.  They have no purpose but to open the doors of the puzzle and later they can be sold for a lot of money. They can also be used for decoration. There is a destroyed puzzle door in miraak temple. There are no coral materials in Skyrim, but there is a dragon claw of this material. A copper
dragon claw exists in The Elder Scrolls Online. Appearances The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim The Elder Scrolls: Blades Skyrim: Miscellaneous Items Skyrim: Quest Items *Disclosure: Some of the links above are affiliate links, meaning that, at no extra cost to you, Fandom will earn a commission if you click and make a
purchase. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Noticed.
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